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www.thestar.com/opinion/editorial_cartoon/2021/06/27/greg-perry-class-of-2021.html
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Overview

Tips on...

1. Course setup

2. Class engagement

3. Tutorials (Danny)

4. Academic integrity
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1(a) Listen to colleagues
to avoid reinventing the wheel

●  Education Technology Office
●  ECE Lunch and Learn, December 2020
●  Initiate and Facilitate (September 2020)
●  Attend events particular to your field; e.g. the 

SSC Webinar on Teaching Statistics Online, June 2020
●  In your introductory meetings with new TAs,

 ask what's worked well for them.

  Click underlined text to visit a link. These slides are at mebden.com/tips

https://edtech.engineering.utoronto.ca/
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/e41a69b5-f1b0-41ea-bf1a-9f61d90268c7
https://tinyurl.com/4f88xxcu
https://ssc.ca/en/node/10244
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1(b) Spend your first lecture on
the syllabus document

to get important pre-emptive feedback
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1(c) Run a geography poll
to facilitate scheduling throughout the term

 

www.timeanddate.com/time/map
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1(d) Display Toronto's local time in Quercus
  to help straddle daylight-savings transitions

 

(Click for instructions here)

https://ito-engineering.screenstepslive.com/s/ito_fase/m/quercus/l/1358537-how-can-i-embed-a-clock-into-my-quercus-home-page?token=hhFJEzgdMPMtIm7wxICuvLxSDeqn7ugo#!prettyPhoto
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1(e) Pay attention to Quercus structure
to ensure expectations are clear
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1(e) Pay attention to Quercus structure
for navigability
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1(f) Ask each publisher for videos
to augment/replace your asynchronous material
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1(g) Make lecture attendance optional,
if you're new to online teaching

"I personally really liked the structure of the content (mostly a theoretical overview in short
videos, with practice homework built in for an active learning component). I cannot
express how helpful this was in keeping me from burning out in this course because
the lectures have been piling up in all courses."

"I appreciate Professor Ebden's consistency with the textbook, as it allowed students such
as myself to take alternative approaches to learning the content."

"He purposefully followed the textbook to allow students to learn from the textbook instead
of going to lectures if they desire. This is what I did and I much preferred it. I wish
more professors did this."

"Just reading the textbook was not conducive to my learning at all. I ended up not going to
any lectures since I was behind on the textbook readings, as I know a few of my friends
are too."

"While the textbook is good, verbal and human explanations are always very useful and it
was unfortunate we were almost teaching ourselves from the textbook. Textbook
reading also took much much longer than just going to lecture which made it easier to
fall behind."

From the April 2021 course evaluations; bolding is my own.
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2(a) Validate forum answers 
to encourage contributors and readers alike
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2(b) Monitor the forum's statistics
to encourage participants, and to help you

discern who gets a reference letter 
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2(c) Create an office-hour booking form        

to save you time in large classes

Choice Eliminator Lite (click here) 

https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/choice_eliminator_lite/150375423707
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2(d) Hold drop-in office hours, 
before each assessment

to engage students who don't book appointments
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2(e) Create an anonymous feedback form 
to allow more students to engage, and to act as a barometer
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2(f) Play music or fun videos on the hour
to encourage socializing and to set a mood

Week Piece(s) Artist(s)

1 Tamacun, Diablo Rojo Rodrigo y Gabriela

2 A Higher Place, Röyksopp's Night Out Röyksopp

3 Garden Children, Hana Mash Hu Al Yaman, Ave Maria Cafe del Mar, A-WA, Paul Schwartz 

4 Video (homemade) based on the first- and last movements of
Beethoven's Symphony No. 6

Cleveland Symphony Orchestra

5 Voyager, One More Time, Aerodynamic Daft Punk

6 The Dyslexic..., videos of squirrels, Never An Easy Way... Morcheeba

7 Video of Loving You, Cavatina, Danza Caracteristica / Brasileira Minnie Ripperton (vocalist), Norbert Kraft,
Ricardo Cobo, Jason Vieaux

8 Circuit Breaker, Alpha Male Röyksopp

9 With Verdure Clad, Laudate Dominum, Exsultate Jubilate Emma Kirkby (vocalist)

10 Allegro from Dvorak's Cello Concerto Op. 104 Ofra Harnoy

11 Cucurrucucu Paloma, Homework, Around the World Caetano Veloso, Daft Punk

12 First four pieces from the album “Love's Illusion” (medieval) The Montpellier Codex

13 Mood Time Swing, Wild Cat Blues, Juan Loco, P.P.A. Terry Lightfoot, Chris Barber/Monty Sunshine,
Rodrigo y Gabriela

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/658d0828-0442-41e7-bb13-53117bad46f9?search=l4a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9z6Jyokujuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kE0pwJ5PMDg
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2(g) Promote career outcomes of your former classmates
to inspire students to “keep at it”
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2(h) Hold a 3- or 4-minute breakout-room
activity every 20 min., in groups of 4 to 5

to exploit a key function unavailable in classroom settings
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Breakout room activity (4 min.)

A. What are your reactions to...
 1(a)–(g): Course setup
 2(a)–(h): Class engagement

B. What tips might you add, from your own
  experience of online teaching?

Remember: slides are at mebden.com/tips
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3. Tutorial tips
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End of part 3 out of 4
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4(a) Summarize submissions in a
Google Spreadsheet

to rapidly group the online cheaters

For each test or exam, ask graders to complete:

Also ask graders to flag suspicious papers,
e.g. answers to the wrong version of a question.
Then identify collaborators using the spreadsheet.
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4(a) Summarize submissions in a
Google Spreadsheet

to rapidly group the online cheaters

Each cell should summarize an important aspect of
the solution that you and the grader decide on. e.g:
 Final-line answer. Or,
 The name of the student's approach.

Lacking TA hours? Focus on a subset of the
assessment's questions.
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4(b) Read fiction
for empathy, and to keep offences in perspective

www.pinterest.ca/pin/229965124696068192/                       en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_with_Mr._Wizzle#/media/File:The_War_with_Mr._Wizzle.jpg

http://www.pinterest.ca/pin/229965124696068192/
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Breakout room activity (3 min.)

A. What are your reactions to...
 3: Tutorial tips
 4(a)–(b): Academic integrity

B. What tips might you add, from your own
     experience of online teaching?
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Summary of contributions

1. Course setup is an opportunity to
  give students agency and to get creative.

2. Use the virtual tools for class engagement.

3. Keep Twitch in mind for tutorials
  and use relatable examples.

4. To promote academic integrity, tailor your
  approaches to online assessments.
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